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When I received the invitation to take part in the Gregorio Araneta Memorial Lecture to speak on Labor, I was both curious and glad. Glad, and of coU:rse
honored, to be offered the privilege of being part of the lineup of speakers of)this
prestigious lecture series. Glad, also, because, having been a Company or Management lawyer during my entire career in law, I can again speak on labor.
Curious, because I wanted to know if the "Communist" label tagged on me
by big business and by the press still sticks. To Labor, they see me as a friend. To
big business,'it is altogether a different case.
In my ten-month stint as Labor Minister, during the initial months of the
Aquino Admh\istration, when people's consciousness bordered on delirium and
reality, I did tlj.e best possible way to view the job from the standpoint of both
Labor and Busi.U.ess. Labor being the most exploited, repressed and deprived sector of our society. Business then being in deep economic crisis. I received all
kinds of colorful plaques a.nd gained also all kinds of multicolored criticisms,
from being Pro-Labor to Left-leaning to Leftist to Communist.
All that but the memory - I hope is gone.
The theme for this lecture is "The Present Labor Laws; Their importance
to the National Interest of the Philippines". Even though I am a product of the
Benedictines, I will address the tdpic in a manner relevant to students and practitioners of Law along the Jesuit tradition of developing Christian lawyers who are
"Men and Women for Others."
Let me start by pointing out, that the past years have brought to focus certain effective barriers to the pas~age of meaningful and responsive labor laws that
can, in turn, provide the necessary' push fRr the country's economic development.
First. The labor sector has not been able to put in Congress a representative
who can voicetheir problems, demands, and needs. For decades, until the election
last year of Senator Ernesto Herrera, the "labor jinx'' was not broken. This is not
to say that all the labor representatives who ran teally and actually "lost".
Second. For years, our economy has remained stagnant, if not backward, a
condition that continues to shackle the ability of labor to move. The economic
mire, business at a vantage post, a.Uowing its misfortune as a basis to influence the
direction of government policies.
Parenthetically, the working men's well-being has not qualitatively improved.
Laborers, like all of us here, have the right to a good life, dignity. and respect.
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They are a vital part in the production of the wealth of our nation.
Third. Present labor laws are largely borrowed from foreign countries with
far developed economies and, hence, may not be squarely applicable to the Philippine labor setting.
·
. Fo~rth. Philippine labor .still s~~fers from the Marcos policy of attracting
foretgn. mves.~ors by the promise of cheap and docile labor, tax incentives, and
tax holidays. To some the cheap labor package implies a no union clause.
. The four barriers' I discussed are just some conditions that negate the establishment of a just environment for labor. There could be more.
THE LABOR SITUATION DURING THE MARCOS YEARS
!he problems of labor that plague the Cory administration did not come
?nly m February 1?86. Some antedated Marcos. When Martial Law was imposed
m 1972, however, tne problems rose to anarchic perfection.
Among the first victims were the workers. The right to strike was taken away
from them by General Order No.5. The sweeping ban came under serious attack
from the labor movement here and abroad, and it was modified by PD 823 later
amended by PD,849 prohibiting strikes only in '.'vital industries." 1
'
Infringing 011 the worker's right to strike, and other forms of concerted actions, clearly resulted in labor unrest. This contributed to economic instability.
Moreover, the Marcos Administration came up with the one-union-oneindustry scheme. 2 This would restructure the labor movement by convening
collective bargaining agents in each industry, forming an organizing committee
from among these agents, and holding a restructuring and unification convention.
Instead of unifying the labor movement, this concept intensified the hostility among federations, since most of them engage in general unionism that is organizing across industries. No real restructuring took place because Labor opp~sed
the move. What ~truck fear among many was the possibility of installing industry
leaders who would cooperate only with the government.
.
Trip~rtism as a sta:e policy was adopted, 3 it was, however not put to good
use to gutde labor relations. Labor participatioh was minimal and the leaders selected to tripartite bodies were chosen primarily on grounds of political considerations. The selection was limited to government-recognized labor feaerations and
centers. The voices of other labor groups were virtually not heard.
Tripartism was used as a part of the crisis-management approach. Tripartite
conferences were convened mainly to agree to predetermined wage adjustments.
Labor was never called for a tripartite conference on national issues involving the
economy, yet they were asked to participate in seeking ways of solving economic
problems.

~Art. 263 (g), Title VIII, Chapt. I, BookY, Labor Code.
Art. 211 (c), Labor Code (now repealed by EO Ill).
3
Art. 276, Labor Code.

